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Details of Visit:

Author: Bran
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 14 December 2001 4pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hr
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.hornyescorts.co.uk

The Premises:

Kirsty's place is very easy to find and as it is part of a gated community it is also very safe. Parking
is not a problem (inside the gates). Access to her flat is by intercom but it is not overlooked by
curious neighbours. Her flat is cosy and welcoming and although the bedroom was small it is
ensuite (ideal for watersports I presume) and perfectly adequate.

The Lady:

Kirsty is probably in her thirties, of medium height with long silky brown hair, lovely shape body with
the most beautiful bum. She is an attractive woman (you don't see her face on the web site but it's a
perfect match for that gorgeous body of hers!). 

The Story:

I was made to feel very welcome - Kirsty is a tactile lady with an engaging personality and after a
welcome kiss we engaged in chit-chat for a while. She then gave me a massage (that actually was
relaxing after the long drive) and followed this with covered oral. I don't want to go into too much
detail but Kirsty is a willing partner and a range of positions was tried. Kirsty is determined that you
enjoy yourself and is happy with 'over body experiences'. She has the most delightful 'shaven
haven' (as mentioned in a previous report) but her biggest physical attribute has got to be that bum
of hers - it is silky smooth and firm and would be the envy of a girl half her age! I loved her ever so
slight bump of a stomach (I don't go for the 'washerboard' effect)) as this simply added to the
'girlfriend' effect. All in all, a most enjoyable time that was made even better by the relaxed but
engaged manner of Kirsty and that wonderful bum of hers! Thanks for a great time Kirsty - see you
soon (with Carrie?)!
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